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The National Science Foundation has approved a grant of $16,575 for the Curriculum 
Development \~orkshop, a project of the national Council of Forestry School Executives (CFSE). 
Dr . Arnold W. Bolle, dean of the University of 1-lontana School of Forestry, and 
Dr . Ilenry Webster, head of the forestry school at Iowa State University, Ames, are 
cochairmen of the Norkshop •. The two men prepared the project proposal. 
"The purpose of the grant is to help support a series of t<~orkshops to acquaint the 
faculties of the schools of forestry in the country with new materials needed for a 
broadly directed forestry curriculum," Dr. Bolle said. 
The curriculum development project \'las undertaken by the CFSE in 1965 vJhen Dean Bolle 
was council chairman. It is aimed at a broadly oriented program in the management of 
natural resources. 
The project relies heavily on new directions for forestry education initiated at 
several schools throughout the country in Nhich Uri has also been involved. 
The first portion of the project consisted of preparation of a new handbook in 
nat ional resources management under the leadership of William A. Duerr, Syracuse University, 
Syracuse, N.Y . , and Dennis Teeguarden, University of California at Berkeley. 
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